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Television and radio stations relocate

Self Hall to open by86'
By Vicky Wallace
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Things b e starting to happen for the School of Communicition because 'fiijt only do the members of the
Communications Foundation report that they may have
a final buyer of the WJSU-TV (Channel 40) station in
Anniston by the first part of October, but the television
station housed in Bibb Graves has plans to move in the
once vacated Self Hall by the fall of 1986.
The four members of the Communication Foundation
I$. James Reaves, President Theron Montgomery,
Charles Rowe, and Jack Hopper agreed unanimously
this summer to sell the Channel 40 television station
because its financing would eventually include
university funds. Their decision was then presented to
the Board of Trustees who also unanimously agreed with
this decision.
Hoopers said they received two offers before turning
the case over to their lawyer, A.W. Bolt, during the latter
part of this past June. He added that no price has been
set by the Foundation members for the sale of the
station.
Since that time, Hopper says the Foundation has
received 10 offers from several groups "expressing
interest in the station." He says each of the offers
assures a profit for the Foundation which will be used to
enhance the university's School of Communication.
Montgomery, who is also head of the Communications
Foundation, told the Board oE Trustees that it would be in
the best interest of the Foundation ta "secure the best
offerfor the sale of the television station. We have offers
which will guarantee to train our interns, will keep the
present letters (WJSU), and will assure the foundation

-

-

I

Greg Garrison, Susan Eggering star in
'How the Other Half Loves'

R e p ~ c a n shost writer
Viguerie can otten be seen on shows
like CNNS "Crossfire.
Before editmg Viguerie's column,
Alien wlll speak on a number of Steve Allen was senior editor of
tol,~csot current mterest mcluding Conservative Digest. He was an
pslitical reali~mentm the south. election observer m El Salvador,
Allen- curl-ently is editor of and served as a delegate to the
Kichard Viguerie's nationally Republican National Convention in
1976, 1980, and 1984. AUtn also
sqmdicated newspaper column.
Vlguerie is one ot the leaders of the served for two years as press
'New Right" and is recognized as secretary to Senator Jeremiah
the most prolific political tund- Denton.
A nat~veof Anruston, Alabama,
raiser m American hlstory Along
~ i t hwriting his column and
publishing Conservative Digest,
(See ALLEN, Page 3)
h i s atternoon ai 5:00 p.m. the

.ISU College Republicans wll host a
visit by political writer Steve Allen.

-

-

of a profit from the sale.
As for the campus television station, Dr. Franklin
Xing,Dean of the College of Communications, said the
reconstruction of Self Hall, which was vacated some
years ago because asbestos was fo~hd,began last fall.
King stated that the initial reconstruction phase involves removal of the asbestos and "we're looking at a
finishing date of the summer of 1986 and a move in date
of the fall of 1986."
John Turner, director of the television station, said
Self Hall was chosen because it was an existing building,
which was being used for storage, and the cost factor of
building a new one versus renovating a building hardly
used by the University.
1.

Julian Jenkins, the architect, said the $900,000 Self
Hall renovation project will not only house the television
station but also WJSU Radio station and its offices, the
School of Occupational Technology, seminar rooms,
classrooms, laboratories, the dean and faculty odices of
the School of Communication, a student lounge and
restrooms.
Turner said the future vacant moms in Bibb Graves
Hall will be mnverted to administrative _offices.
Franklin said as the program expands, faculty
members will be used to work within the closed circuit
television station.
"Probably most in television in this part of the state
and part of the south will be training on the Jacksonville
campus. We look at it as being one our larger colleges on
campus.This is one of the most exciting things to happen
in the curriculum in along time. The future lies in
communication," Jenkins said.

( Competency exam explained
By GREG SPOON
Editor
The English Department will
again administer the English
Competency Examination for
eligible students. Two dates have
been scheduled: Tues., Oct. 1at 2:30
p.m. and a make-up exam Wed.,
~ c t 2. at 6:00 p.m., both in Stone
Center.
The English Competency Exam is
intended to assess a student's
performance as a writer and to
insure that any student who
graduates from thls mstitution has
both attained and maintained
writmg slulls at least adequate to the
demands of soclety .
In remstatmg the examinatmn,
the university is respondmg to the
requests of many employers and 1s

followmg the practice of many institutions of hlgher learning. Ln
Georgia, for example, all students
now have to take and Pass a
Regent's Exarmnation that assesses
both readmg and writing skills.
students wfio began study at
this UlllverSlty m the fall of 1983 Or
srnce must take the examination.
Any student who began studying
here 1ntbef& of 1984 Or Since LUust
Pass the exam
be eligible for
graduation.
Those students who have completed EhlOl, 102, 141 and have
completed at least 64 hours oi study
are ellable to take the exam.
Engllsh department members
urge students to be wise and not
postpone the exam. Wating unW
late in one's college career to take

the exam may delay graduation.
The examination will be given in
the fall and spring semesters only.
E l i ~ b l e students will receive a
letter, sent to their local mailing
address, announcing the $me and
place for the exam. The Chanticleer
and radio station W L ~ Swill also
announce the time and place.
Students should register for the
exam m Room 215, Stone Center,
in&catmg the semester they intend
to take it. Any student who misses.
the exam should contact the Enghsh
Department about scheduling a
make-up.
The follomg mstructions, taken
from an actual exam, provide an
adequate description :
(See EXAM, Page 5)

a
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Phi' Mu raises $7,000 for CF
By TLENA GIBBS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
One out of every 20 Americans is a
carrier of Cystic Fibrosis, a killer of
children. Cystic Fibrosis is the
number one killw of young people in
the United States.
One year ago, Yvette Usey, a
student at Nicholls State University
suffering from Cystic Fibrosis;
pledged F%i Mu.
In January of that year, Yvette's
fight with cystic fibrosis tkcarne a
raging war. Her Phi Mu sisters
initiated her while she was in the
hospital, but she died the next
morning.

The Kappa Sigma Chapter of Phi
Mu in Jacksonville declared the

students enjoy opening

week of September 16-20, Cystic
Fibrosis Week.
The support of local and area
bushsses was enlisted to1 help Phi
Mu launch their, week long fund
raiser.
Each member was responsible for
raising $40 individually. Road
blocks were set up Wednesday on
Church Street and on London
Avenue with the goal set at $6,080.
By Friday, thi Phi Mu sisters
raised approximately $7000 which
was given to the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation in the memory of Yvette
Usey.
It is a fact that every five hours, a
child is born with CF. Every day,
every eight hours, someone dies
from CF. For these resons, Phi Mu

put in long, hard hobrs to raise
money for this worthy cause. Every
contribution contributed to the goal
reached. Phi Mu donated $7000, not
only to tne memory of Yvette Usey,
but for all young people whose lives
are threatened by CF.
The defective gene that causes CF
is transmitted to the CF child by
both parents, neither of whom shows
any symptoms of the disease. At
present, there is no cure or long
term control for CF.
The phi MU Creed states: "TO
lend to those less fortunate a helping
hand. Also: "To keep forever sacred
the memory of those we have loved
and lost."

JSU Photo

Faculty exhbits artwork
By SHERIHAGUE
L3antlcleer Staff Writer

The 1985 Faculty Exhibition was
"one of the better shows than from
the past7'according to Gail McCain.
The exhibition was held at the
Hammond Hall Gallerv. The
scheduled dates are September 10th
through 27th.
The
night was
September lm9 and a
followed from 7-9 p.m. "There was a
good response on opening night, said
~cCain.-The exhibition is the first
show this fall.

The show consisted of paintings
and sculotures. The three artists
who pariicipated in the show Were
Carter Osterbmg, 111; GW Gee;
and Marvin Shaw.
The different types of m d i a uses
ranged from oil paints to watercolors to sculptures. Each work of
art reflects the artist's image in its
own individual way.

things as nails in a hammer, frozen
refrigerators, burning stoves and
paved tires.
He chose to paint with oil paints
because "they are the most VC-satile. He said they Were also Very
maleable and easy to work with.
you work with acrylic
they're demanding because they r .y
so fast," he said. Osterbind paints m
his
meas
as possible.
He has been teaching art classes on
campus since 1978.
osterbind finds art a very
"fascinating thing to .do, since the
field of art is so broad? He found the
,fibition to be a "pretty good show.
L~~ Manners, who is retiring, will
have a one-man show in January.
Manners'
theme
will
be
"retrospective,"and his works will
reflect his whole career of art work
from a student to the resent time.

The next exhibition will be call&
"Works by Ted Rose" which is
scheduled October 8 throwh 30.
Osterbind is inspired by art Rose is a sculptor and painter from
history. "The way it goes on in an Edinborough allege.
international way." He likes David
The Gallery is open from 8:30 a.m.
Hockne~and Hiran Williams. He until 4:30 p.m. If an individual
goj F s theme by " r e k o ~ c t i v e cannot make these times, he can
ideas. He p~efersthings that would
schedule an appointment at a later
never exist in reality excluding such date.

Allen

(Continued From Page 1)
Allen attended Jacksonville State where I
at home'
Umversity, receiving bachelor's and
master's degrees. While a atudent,
The sponsoring group, JSU
College Republicans, is just one of
he was involved in Young
Republicians, and was editor of The 1500 chapters nationwide. It is the
Chanticleer. Before going to largest and oldest student political
Washington, Allen served as
organization m America. College
charman of the Calhoun County Republicans serves as the official
Republican Committee and was ' link to the GOP on college camemployed as news director at WH- puses.
MA-FM.
Allen's speech will be followed by
m e conservative activist con- a question and answer session. The
slders this visit a bit of a event will take place in lwOm 232
homecoming. He says, "Although I
Martin Hall on campus. All students
live m Washington,, 1 don't consider d,
the general public are invited
myself a Washingtonian. This is and encouraged to attend.

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there's one t h ~ n gb u s ~ n r s j
students have albabs needed,
t h ~ s1s ~t an affordable, huslness-or~entedcalculator
T h e Texas I n s t r ~ ~ m e n t s
BA-35, the Stlrdent Bus~ness
Analyst
Its b u ~ l t - ~hus~ness
n
formulas let you perform
compl~catedhnance,
accounting and ~ t a t l ~ t ~ c a l
iunct~ons- the ones that
i~suallyi e q u ~ r ea lot of t m e
and a stack of reference hooks,
l ~ k epresent and future value
lOr5 TI

calculat~ons,amortlz,jtlons
A powerful comblnat~on
and balloon payments
T h ~ n kbus~ness W ~ t h
The BA-35 mean5 you
the BA-35 Student
spend less tlrne calculat~ng, Bus~nessAnalyst.
and more tlme learn~ng O n e
keystroke takes the place
of many
The calculator 1s just part
Credtlng useful products
of the package You also get
and servlces for you
a book that follows most
huslness courses. the Buclness
Anulyst Guidebook Bus~ness
professors helped us wrlte ~ t ,
to help you get the mojt out
of calcr~latorand classroom

+'
TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
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Drinkers must be 2 1
A clerk at an Anniston liquor store
said, "There were a few incidents
every week of minors attempting to
On October the legal drinking gurchase
age in Alabama will
be raised from say that liquor." She went on to
incidents usually
l9 to
studenul at
involve military personnel who are
State University, the
Campus, "
have varied 0pini0n~ not familiar with the drinking laws.
about the new law.
a those surveyed, mpercent were
in favor of the law. Although many
Mferent reasons were given to
support the law, most of those in
favor said that a twenty-one year-old
who drink is more responsible than
one who is nineteen years old.
Many said the law will help cut
Other than having someone of
down on the number of accidents legd drinking age to buy liquor for
involving drunk drivers. One them, minors often resort to
student said, "It's too bad that teens borrowing legal identification of a
are not more responsible. Some are friend. By law, if this identification
and some are not," said one student. is a driver's license, the penalty for
Another student added, "If it will its misuse can be very stiff for both
save just one life, it will have helped. parties. A police officer for the city
The 40 percent surveyed who were of Jacksonville said any person who
against the law generally gave the lends his license to a minor takes a
same statement to support their chance on having it revoked.
The minor can be arrested if
decision they said it would do little
or no good.
caught.
"It simply doesn'tmatter what the
"Because a driver's license is
drlnking age is. Kids who want to state issued, further punishment for
drlnk will drink anyway," said one both persons Mvolved will be
student who is a former police of- decided by a judge," the officer
ficer. "A lot of people who are not 19 concluded.
are drinking right now. When the
The last time the legal drinking
age g&s up to 21,31, or even 71, age changed in Alabama was in 1968.
still be drinking. I just don't
N~~~ month, 17 years later, the
think it will help," commented one laws
be changing again.
student.
By RITA HARCROW
Chanticleer Staff Writer

Jackyp"z;

"A lot of people
who are not 19 are
drinking- right
- now."

Focus

-

thya

FRIED

1

Two pieces of J a c k ' s golden spicy fried chicken, french
fries,cole slaw and a fresh-baked buttermilk
biscuit.

1

Please present coupon flhen order~ngOne coupon per person
per vts~tNot valtd w ~ t ha n y other coupon or s ~ e c ~order
al

Jacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston
3 - i

Expires: 10125 185

-

Participating Member

I

I

IqIm11111111-1-mm

I

I
I
I
I
I

&-PIECE
I
CHICKEN
I
DINNER
OW ONLY $1.79 1

1

Two p1ec6sof Jacks golden spicy fried c h i c k e n , french
fr~es,cole slaw, and a fresh-baked buttermilk
biscuit.
Please present coupon when orderlng One coupon per person
per vlsct Not val~dwlth any other coupon or spec~alorder

Jacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston

L,-----,-

10/25/$5

@

I

I

d

1

2-PIECE
I
CHICKEN
I
DINNER
OWONLYS1.79 1

Two pieces of Jack's golden spicy fried c h ~ c k e nfrench
,
fries, cole slaw and a fresh-baked butterm~lk
biscuit.

I

Please present coupon when orderlng Ore coupon per person
per vlslt Not val~dwlth any cther coupon or speclal order

Jacksonville, Lenlock; Anniston

-I,,---I
Expires: 10/25/85
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Traffic Appeals Court

Confusion, complaints h eard
By PAT THWEAT T
Chanticleer Staff Writer
The confusion surrounding
parking on campus is a subject that
has been argued by both students
and faculty who belleve the rules
and tickets they receive are unfair.
"My ticket says I was ~ a r k e don a
yellow curb, but the &b wasn't
painted," one student argued who
asked to remain anonymous.
got a ticket for parking in a
b

visitor 'k parking," Chris Benefield
said.

'TrafJc tickets
can be appealed.'

ILibrary acts as desert
By Sherri Hague
Chanticleer Staff Writer
It is usually in a desert that people have to go without water, but the
taff,facultyand students who were here during the early part of August
an testify that the Houston Cole Library proved to be the exception.
On August 10, as the maintenance crews were cutting the telephone lines,
the waterlines located south of the library entrance to the wall for the
loading zone were accidentally cut, said Dr. Alta Millican, Dean of the
College of Library Science.
Mihcan said standing water could be seen on the north side of the
Kulding as water drained from the building. After receiving reports from
be telephone company and then Millican, the maintenance department
m e to the library to investigate and provide a solution to the problem.
The maintenance department found that the draining caused damage to
be pipes and refrigeration system which resulted in the water being cut
)ff on Sunday, August 11.
James McArthur, engineer, said an evaporator and a condenser were
xdered on August 12from Dunham-Busch of Birmingham for $1500.
On Tuesday, August 13,the lilsary had all of its water restored except in
the drinking fountains, Millican said.
Milllcan said the much needed part came in September 6 and the water
m the fountainsbegan working only a few weeks ago.

I

.

(Continued From Page 1)

Be prepared to write a
,,B. Length
,,, .,,
Time Limit: Students have a
A.

Court," staled Mauer .
Mauer saidthe court is made up of
three student2 flinted by the SGA
president, and faculty and staff
members appointed by Dr. Theron
Montgomery, which meets the
fourth Thursday of each month in
the conferenceroom in the police
department.
Any individual wishing to appeal a
ticket should go immediately to the
the University police office, located
adjacent to Snow Stadium, because
they operate on a "first come, fkst
serve" basis , Mauer added.

app;zed

..TraffiOtickets
by any student, faculty or faculty
member tb the Traffic Appeals

Exam
:

rnaxunum of one and one-half hours.
C. Purpose Statement, thesis
sentence and outline: No separate
purpose statement, thesis statement
or outline is required. However,
students should organize their
thoughts before beginning the exam.
It is, therefore, a good idea to make
s scratch outline before beginning.
D. Materials for writing: Students
will use ink only and will write in a
blue book which they are to bring to
the exam site. Students may use a
dictionary.
E. Student number: It is absolutely necessary that students
write only their student number, not
their name, on the front of the blue
book. Use of student number assures
(1) complete objectivity in the
grading of the essay and (2) accurate crediting of the examination
important in the case of sinilar or
duplicate names.
F. Standards for grading: Each
essay will be graded by two or, in the
case of disagreement, three
teachers on the basis of organization
and development of the topic and
grammatical and mechanical accuracy.
G. Sample topic: Compare and
(or) contrast the best television
programs in the history of
television.

While at the police station, the
person will fill out an appeals form,
placed on the court docket, and
given the date and time he is to
appear in court.
If the individual chooses not to
show, without any notice, he will be
found automatically guilty and fined
The grades a student made in
an extra one dollar for court costs, previous English classes will have
Mauer said.

no effect on the evaluation. Failure
simply indicates that a student has

not maintained the required writing
skills he once had.
No news will be good news as far
as hearing of the results is concerned. Only those students who fail
the exam will receive a letter telling
them that they must do before
taking the examination again.
Results of the examination will also
be posted in Room 215 Stone Center
within four school days following the
exam.
The university is prepared to help
any student who fails the exam. The
student who fails should choose one
of the following ways to improve his
or her writing: (1) audit EhlOl and
write six acceptable essays (out of
rune) for the course instructor, or
(2) work through a remediation
course designed by the English
personnel in the Englsih Tutorial
Program and write six acceptable
essays for the personnel there (3)
h s or her own system of remediaion
and write six acceptable essays
graded by English faculty in the
English Tutorial Program.
Each option requires that the
student write nine essays and that
six of them be graded passing by the
101 audit instructor, an English
faculty member of the English
Tutorial Program or the coordiator
of the ETP. The student may
reschedule the exam only after
completing one of these options.

I SPECIAL 40TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON
ALL PERFORMANCES - 8:00 P.M.
ANNISTON HIGH
SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
TICKET LOCATIONS
ANNISTON
Hudson's & SouthTrust Bank
OXFORD
Central Bank
Quintard Location

ALABAMA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
with Ransom Wilson, Flutist
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 8, 1985

PHILIPPE BIANCONI
Silver Medalist Van Cliburn
International Piano Competition
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1985

TEXAS OPERA THEATER presents
"Die Fledermaus" in English
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1986

-

JACKSONVILLE
Jax.State Music Department
Jax State Bank
AmSouth & SouthTrust ,
GADSDEN
Hudson's

Or Write:
P.O. Box 2501 / Anniston, AL 36202

SEASON
ISAAC STERN
w o r l d - ~ V~olln~st
~ k ~ ~ ~ ~

-

Adult $45.00 / Student $20.00

Tickets Available Through Oct. 7,1985

(

h k W O N MARSAI I\
la*sical-Jan Trumpltrr
A P R I ~I986
.
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'A m>on that is afraid to let its people judge truth and
faiselmod in an open rn&
is a nation that is afraid d
its people.'
---.JohnF. Kennedy

Policy important to readers
By GREG SPOON
We have been in school for four weeks. The Chanticleer has been published four times. Students have
picked up copies and read them. Most students have not
spoken out about issues or concerns.
The student newspaper is the voice of the students. A
student staff writes, edits, and lays out the paper every
week. We are concerned enough to let You, our
colleagues, know what is happening on and off campus.
The relationship between this staff and the student
body is a complex one. We are a body within a body. The
student body at large possesses the paper and is
obl~gatedto support it. You, students, can make
demands so that your needs are satisfied.
The Laanticleer staff is obligated to fulfilling a series
of PurPses. The first and fo~-emostis to represent
student attitudes and concerns. We try to present issues
whlch provoke thought and response from the students.
UP until this date, we have presented issues of concern,
but students have not responded
positively or
negatively except to pick UP the paper e'ach Thursday.
The second responsibility we have is to cover all major
campus events. At times, One may not receive coverage,
but we try to check all sources tor news.
Along with the campus issues, we are trying to include
national news. This year we are subscribingto a national
d e g e press service which c k ~ ~ l a t etimely
s
information about national problems and issues. The information received will provide depth and scope to the
paper and perhaps increase the professional tone. We
also have an outside professional editorial column.

-

-

The policy of this newspaper is to treat sensitive issues
involving the university. These issues will be treated
p~ofessionauywith balance. We hope to provide both
sides of an issue. We intend to publish stories and
editorials dealing with all of the major concerns of this
mtitutim as the need arise. We believe accuracy and
balance to be the important aspects of r e p o w .
he last point is reporting of issues between the city
a d the university. The city and university relations are
unportant to students. The decisions made affect us and
we should be informed instead of left in thi! dark.
Constant monitoring by the staff will help insure that
these goals are maintained and achieved effectively.
The editorial policy adopted by the Executive Board is
mportant one for students to how. We are happy to
publish letters to the editors. However, certain
gtudelines must be adhered to by guest miters.
Students submitting letters should sign their name and
gve their student number. Persons off campus should
mclude their name, address, and phone number. p t t e r s
containing overt character assassination of any staff
myone else will not be published.
,emkr
Editorials appearing on the editorial pages are divided
Into two categories: signed and unsigned. Signed
editorials represent the opinion of the writer and do not
necessarily represent the opinion of the gtaff or the
Executive Committee,u-ed
editorials represent the
op,on
of the Executive c-ttee.
we bpethat this philosophy and policy be understood and respected. The aanticleer staff is working
for you.

,

More to do thanparty, eat, sleep
By JAN DICKINSON

Many students at JSU are heard
complanng, "There's nothing to do
around here." How wrong they are.
There are so many activities
happentng on campus that a student
could possibly spread himself too
thin if he becomes involved in too
many activihes. But the more
distressing fact is that many
students walt untll their lunior or
involve
it could
Maybe
ed into
garbage
over the
ybe students are just
e they aren't mature
eir tune between
and extraus actinties
r the 'real'
such as the SGA, the College
Republicans, and the Young

Democrats enable a student to learn students' lives revolve. The easiest
more about politics and give him means for new students to meet
first-hand experience in our others is often through the parties
governmental processes. A student that these organizations sponsor.
may never want to run for an oEice,
Religious organizations, such as
but he will be aware of world events the Baptist Campus Ministry
and could vote more intelligently on (BCM), cater to students' spiritual
candidates and lssues if he first needs and fill voids in their lives. Not
acquamted himself with politics only do these groups provide an
whle in college.
alternative to the conventional
Involvement
111
some definition of 'partying', but the
ons leads to a wider ap- choirs and other service groups they
preciation of the arts, whether it's sponsor help students to grow
nsual, wrltten, or musical. Ap- spiritually.
preciation of this aspect of life is
Rarely does any club or
what makes our leisure time more organization on campus have a
enjoyable once we leave school.
slngle purpose. Many serve a dual
Some campus organizations are purpose, primarily as a service or
formed to better acquaint members educational club and secondly as a
mth their particular malor or social organization for its members.
m o r . These career - oriented Now is the tune for all students to
groups help students by either in- mvolve themselves in campus actraducing them to unportant con- tivlties. This does not mean to drown
tacts £rom that particular field or by m parties, nor does it mean to
further educahng students through become so seriously invqlved that
school sponsored workshops and the student's grades suffer. Students
should instead choose a variety of
School organtzahons are probably outside activities to supplement and
the hub around which many enhance thelr studles here.,
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David Broder

Controversy surrounds Farrakhan
It is ironic but
instructive that
Black Muslim
Minister Louis
Farrakhan has r e
ignited an
emotional debate
here
between
races and religions
at the very time
Broder when Americans
have finally come
together on a policy conveying our
national condemnation of racial
apartheid in South Africa.
The protest movement against the
evil of apartheid was renewed by
Randall Robinson and his allies
immediately after last year's
election. Growing numbers of other
black leaders joined him and the
campaign spread quickly through
the withi civil-rights community, the
liberal politicians and then the
conservatives.
Finally last week, President Reagan
came along with a strong statement
of criticism of South Africa and an
executive order which underlined
the seriousness of America's
position. If his economic sanctions
fell short of those recommended by
the bipartisan congressional
resolution, Ehey were stillfabig step
beyond the administraion's previous
policy.

Most Americans probably view all
this as evidence of the healthy
condition of racial relations in this
country and feel the warm glow of
self-satisfaction in the moral
superiority of the United States to
other nations.
That smugness is hardly justified
by the bitterness engendered here
last week as the black and white
communitia quarreled emotionally
over the speech which Farrakhan
was scheduled to deliver a n d did
deliver- to a mass rally last
Saturday night.

Farrakhan warns us
not to be too smug
about South Africa
Ever since he flashed into tRe
public's consciousness as a campaigner for Jesse L. Jacks? last
yuear, Farrakhan has been a fright
figure to white Americansespecially to Jews, who are often the
target of his inflammatory rhetoric.
The anger and controversy increased when Farrakhan wed a
recent appearance before a cheering
crowd of some 10,000 people in
Washington, D.C.,to voice further
slurs on the "wickedness" of the
Jews.

-

Jewish groups here enlisted

clergymen of other faiths and
politicians of both parties to condemn Farrakhan's local appearance. When Las Angeles' black
mayor, Tom Bradley (D), said he
would not speak out against
Farrakhan before the event, he was
criticized by many of his longtime
supporters in the politically influential Jewish community.
As it turned out, Farrakhan
modulated his message of bigotry
here, condemning the "wicked
hypocrisy" of Israel, but emphasizing separatism .as a way to
"get up from the foot of your
masters and say, 'I am a free man.'
"' After the speech, Bradley said his
decision to remain silent and s u p
port the private negotiations for
restraint on Farrakhan's part was
only a "partial success' and condemned the "racism, hatred...and
bigotry" he said he found in the
speech,

supposedly integrated and tolerant

Qlilling as any I have encountered

society.

w t of the Iron Curtain.
but I have seen other racist
aemagogues playing presidential
politics and they were white.
George Wallace has recanted. But
Jesse Helms still serves in the
Senale, with unaltered views, and he
dominates not a minor movement
Nation of Islam but one of our 50
sovereign states.
Like our racial counterparts i n
South Africa, we whites a t e
frightened when we see blacks
responding to a man awho says, "I
am a free black man and I answer to
no one hut God."

When the 14,000 blacks who heard
Farrakhan here Hsten to his talk of

"Economic Rebirth," they respond
positively to a man vowing to
reduce the chronic and growing
economic gap between the races.
When Whites read of Farrakhan's
. effort to make and sell consumer
products in the black economic
market, they see a faker who has
obtained an interest-free $5 million
loan from Libya's radical dictator
Muammar Qaddafi and who will
probably use it to stir up trouble in
the United States.
The opposing white and black
responses to Farrakhan are not the
only evidence that wea have a bit of
South Africa-style polarization in
our midst. We are foolish to ignore
the implications of the fact that
more than 90 percent of the blacks
opposed the re-election of a
That does not begin to dissipate President supported by more than 60
the bitterness or to diminish the percent of the whites.
significance of the dispute over
As a white whose black friend and
Farrakhan.
colleague Milton Coleman has been
What the man and his movement threatened by Farrakhan for his
bring uncomfortably to light is the honesty as a reporter, I know how I
fact that htere is still an enormous react. The Farrakhan I saw in
distance between the races in both Philadelphia last year was a racist
perceptions and realities, and great demagogue surrounded by a coldanger and fear as well, in this eyed , robotic security force as

But like their counterparts in
South Africa, American blacks
judge the greater threat to justice
comes from the race in power. To be
honest, i£ were black, would I not
fear a pol
$I erful white majority
supportinga governmnet which says
the most important civiltights issue
is whether whites are being
disadvantaged by affirmative
action goals and targets for
minorities?
Farrakhan himself is no more
than a footnote ot history-lik
Wallace or Helms. But he reminds
us of a racial gulf that we cannot
ignore. 4nd he warm us not to be too
smug about the evils of South Africa.

-

Letter to the Editor
Barton reflects
upon Alabama
politicians

being tried and tested. It was former Governor Fob James' administration that pushed for the
test; McMilFan served as Lt. Gov.
under Fob James. And yes, many of
our vote-buying "fat-cat" legiglators
are responsible for creating turmoii
in our educational system. They a r e
afraid they won't get re-elected
unless they vote fo everything a few
influential individuals request. I do
not support incompetent teachers
and I feel every effort is being made
to remove these individualsfrom the
educational system. However, for
the most part our educators are
competent, concerned citizens who
live in the communities and in many
cases are involved in civic, community and church activities.
It is way past time to put conservative, responsible leadership
back in Montgomery. Alabama
needs elgted officials who "are not
for sale" and who are not oncerned
about next year's election, but interested in doing what is best for
citizens of this state. Politicians
need to stop using education as a
whipping post and stop playing
politics with our hard earned tax
dollars. In other words, paying off
political debts at taxpayers' expense. Maybe a test needs $ be
designed to test the competency of
the politicians in Alabama.

Dear Editor:
On Wednesday, September 11,
1985, former Lt. Governor George
McMillan informed a group of
students that he would be a candidate for governor. In his remarks
about his candidacy, McMillan was
very critical of the Alabama
Educational system.
He is
proposing an e~ducationalreform
program that would make it mandatory for all teachers to be tested in
basic skills regardless of how long
they have been teaching. Apparently, he is referring to the
several hundred teachers who were
certified recently but who had not
passed the certification test. In my
opinion, this is one reason we do not
need another lawyer serving in any
elected position in Montgomery.
McMillan's irresponsible remarks
are a reflection on the legal
profession. Either McMillan is
deliberately trying to deceive the
citizens or he just does not understand the problems that plague
our educational system. Namely,
judges, politicians and the state
educational department, not AEA
Thank you for allowing me to
and its members and leaders. It was
a judge who certified these teachers share these comments with your
who did not pass the certification many readers.
Mayor Larry H.Barton,
test. It was Dr. Wayne Teague who
Talladega, Alabama.
implemented the test wihout it f i s t

The Chanticleer is the Student All students interested in working for the
newspaper of Jacksonville Stale Chanticleer are welcome to apply.
University. The Chanticleer is produced
entirely by students and printing is done
by the Talladega Daily Home.
The
The Chanticleer invites opinions to be
newspaper is funded by University ap- expressed
in as
letters
to will
the ed~toi-.
AS
many letters
possible
br ,rinted.
propriations and advertising sold by ad -managers. Office space in the basement
Letters to thf? editor p u s t
.be typed,
of the Theron Montgomery Building is doublespaced and turned in to the
provideo by M e Universify.
Chanticleer office in a sealed envelope

.

before 5 p.m. Friday. All letters must be
presented with a valid student-faculty I D
F r d . Letters from other sources must
~ncludeaddress and telephone. Those Of
more than 300 words are subject to cutting without notice and the editor
reserves the right to make any Copy
coqform to the rules of newspaper style.
The chanticleer will not print unshned
letters.
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Twins on campus

Double images not always the same
*

By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Have you ever wondered what it
would be like to have a twin?
Someone who could take tests or go
to class for yoqwhom you could
switch dates with, without the
girlfriend or boyfriend finding out; a
reliable friend with similar interests
who is always there when you need
help and asks for nothing in return?
There is an old saying that goes,
"Everyone has a twin somewh6re in
the world." And this fall, twins are
in great abundance on campus.
According to the July 1983
PSYCHOLOGY TODAY, nearly 2
million pairs of twins can be found in
the United States, and as many as 50
million around the world. The article, 'Twinning: The Ethnic
Discrepancies', said, "Identical
twins turn up once in every 250 to 350
births worldwide. Birth frequency of
fraternal twins, however, varies
sharply in different ethnic groups. In
the U.S., twins occur once in every
89 white births, and once in every 70
black births. In Japan, twins arrive
only once in every 155 births;
however, in Nigeria, twins occur
once in every 22 biihs."
Renita and Renata Prater are 21ykar-old identical twins from
Gadsden. Renita is majoring in
business administration and
minoring in corrections. Renata,
who is 10 minutes older, majors in
communications and minors in art.
They said that people still get them'
mixed up all the time. "We used to
play tricks on people a lot when we
were younger; now tricks are played
on people though we don't try to do
them intentionally ," Renita said.
Renita related the similarities and
differences between the two.
"Welike just aboutthe same foods
and styles of clothing. Our voices are
nearly the same, only hers is slightly
deeper," she said. "We walk differently and have different tastes in
men; I talk more and am a little
snaller. Renata is more athletic
(though we were both cheerleaders
. in.high school), exercises more, and
is interested in ROTC, whije I'm
not. I would say our personalities
are as different as night and dav."

-

Renita said that when they were
younger, she and Renata used to
dress alike all the tune.
"Now we dress ahke only on
Sundays," she said.
It annoys them when people
continuously call them by the wrong
name, they s a d .
"When we were young, we looked
very much ahke," Renita sad.
"Now as we are grounng older, we
are chan@ng m appearance and
wear our h a r dlfterently - she has a
perm, I have a curl.
"With any set of t m , you can tell
them apart d you just look a little
closer. But slnce I am a turm, I can
tell other turlns apart very easily,"
Renita sald. "People often thlnk that
one t m should be like the other - I
hsagree. We are t m s , but we each
have our own distinct personality.
That's something many people can't
understand."
Twins often seem to have an extra
sense that enables them to know
when the other is feeling troubled.
"Renata and I do feel the same
things. If, for exwple, I'm here at
school and she is home, I can feel
when she needs me. I was sick this
summer, and she felt the same
symptoms and fell ill at nearly the
same time," Renita said. "Several
times I have been thinking or
singing something in my mind, only
to find out that Renata has beendoing the same thing. It used to
surprise us, but not now.
"Having a twin can be really fun,"
said Renita. "Renata is my best
friend and I would not trade
anything .in the world for that. We
have a closeness that is wonderful."
Donnie a n d - . ~ o Oliver
~ e are a
pair of identical twins on campus
.Mth much in common - both major
in recreation, minor in sociology,
and are involved in sports. Donnie
plays on the baseball team and
Ronnie plays on the football team.
Ronnie, who is bur minutes older.
than his brother, says that several
people have problems telling them
apart.
"We g e d to dress alike until the
9th grade," Donnie said. "We also
wed to play tricks on girls or take

test for each other a lot until the 5th
or 6th grade. Then it started to seem
a little silly, so we stopped.".
Ronnie pointed o u t some dif-,
ferences and similarities between
the two.
"One obvious thing is that I like
playing football and he likes
baseball. Donnie's also meaner in
some ways and likes to party more,"
Ronnie said. "We have similar
personalities and like basically the
same foods; one thing that sticks out
is I like broccoli and he doesn't."
Two students familiar with Donnie
aid Ronnie explained how they tell
them apart. Gerald Brown said,
"They may look the same, but they
act different." Another friend,
'Skeeter' Scott, tells them apart
because Donnie has a thicker
mustache than Ronnie.
People are continuously trying to
compare them, Donnie said.
"They might as well stop - we
aren't tha't much alike," he said.
Ronnie added, "I sometimes get
tired of people calling me Donnie. As
time goes by, though, you get used to
it. A lot of times when people see us
together, they don't ask us if we are
twins but say silly things like 'Are
you two cousins' or 'Are you
related'? Isn't that k i d of obvious?"
"Having a twin can sometimes get
you into trouble," Donnie said,
"because if Ronnie does something
wrong they might think I did it. The
good thing about having a twin
brother 1s that if I do something bad
I can deny it and they'll blame
Ronnie. "
Donna and Dewanda Williams are
%yearold ickntical twins from
Bumingham. Donna is a senior
marketing major and management
minor. &wanda, who plans to
graduate in December, is majoring
in sociology and minoring in social
work.
"Many people get us mixed up, but
there are several others who know
usapart from having been around us
for our four years up here," said
Donna.
"We used to play tricks on people,
but not any more."
Dewanda added, "Sometimes
people will see me on campus and
call out 'Hey Donna' until they get
up close and see I am Dewanda."
Several similarities exist between
;hem, they said.
"We both talk a lot, so people can't
listinguish between us by who talks
nore," said Donna. "We like
msically the same types of food and
:lathes, and occasionally dress
rlike, though not as much as when
re were young."
Dewanda said, "Both of us love
hocolate
ice cream, cake,
hocolate bars. And several times,
re say exactly the same thing at the
ame time."
Dewanda added that she and
onna often think alike. "For
:ample," she said, "one semester
m a left and went to UAB. while I
m y e d here in Jacksonville. w e kept
touch by plum, md one week I

Donna and Dewanda are best of friends
called her because something just with s W a r interests who is always
told me that she was sick. The around when I need help."
following week, she returned my call
Other twins can be found on
and found that I was sick. One campus, also, those who attend JSU
miday, she came here to visit me without their brother or sister.
and we had on the same type of Becky Roper, from Fort Payne, is a
clothes - the exact same pink top and junior majoring in marketing and
a pair of blue jeans."
management. Her identical twin
They said the silliest question they sister. Jennifer Roper attends the
have been asked is "Can you feel her Univeqsity of Alabama, where she is
pain when she is hurt?
majoring in dietetics.
Donna says there is a bond bee
"People used to get us confused
ween them that enables them to be often when we were young, because
the best of friends. "I like being a we used to dress alike," Becky said.
twin. It is unique. We have two other
"But we didn't play tricks on people
sisters, but we are much closer to
and try to fool them on purpose."
each other. She is someone I can talk
(See TWINS, Page fi)
to and confide in. someone mv ane

-

Renita Prater

Renata Prater

.

Donnie Oliver

Ronnie Oliver
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Just how safe
are those
everyday drugs

recently concludes that neavy and
READER'S DIGJEST
prolonged
use of pain relievers
A 1984 F& and
e a t i o n (FDA) mey
found containing both aspirin and
m t percent of patients left the ac-ophen
i n c r a w r m of
&&r's &ice with no M-tion
kidney disease; it's said the paneb to
for the medicine prescribed, 74 We only sin~leingredientproducts.
percent were not told about possible
side effects, and only 5 percent
ANTACIDS ihese products are
received written Mormation on the sold under many names for "add
drugs.
Wbat should people be indigestion, "sour stomach" or
concerned about? There are two bey %xwtburn." Antacids neutralize
ateas: aide effects: Many people excess acid in the stomach coanmtaking a drug will notice ~n un- nly caused by overeating, averdesirable reaction, uauaily mionr. drinking ar stress and come in
But even tbe mildest drue can do varyine - m s .
harm it taken i m p m l y , lone Used as directed, antacidp have no
enough or in excessive doses. And qerious side effects. Used to excess,
everyone responds to a drug dif- they can cause constipation a
ferently. Falipre to f d @ wdlrec- diarrhea. Take antacids about an
tions: Studies show that 30 to 50 hour after m e .and not with other
percent of us disobey prescription medicines. Warning : If your
~nstructimon how much to take symptoms don't clear up within two
and when. "It's easy to fall into weeks, see a doctor.
thinking that more of the drug will
speed up the healing," says Dr.
COLD MEDICATIONS NO drug
James W. Long, author of The can orevent. cure or reduce the
Essential ~ u i d e to
. Prescription itur'al courie(three to seven days)
Drugs. It ismore common, however, of a cold. However, many cold
for people to stop taking a cfrugwhen medications pain relievers, anthey begin to feel better. -§, too, tihistamines, decongestants,
can be dangerous.
lozenges, cough suppressants do
Americans are becoming more
careful about what they put into
their bodies, With that in mind, here
are consumer tips on ten commod~ antibiotic - which will not cure the
used drug types.
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ASPIRIN - Often called the
modern miracle drug, aspirin (and
its compounds) reduces fever and FDA panel advises consumers not to
inflammation, relieves headaches, take combinations that treat
arthritic and other pain and, by symptoms they do not have.
afecting blood platelets, may even
BIRTHCONTROL P I U - "The
reduce the chances of clots Pill" is the most studied drug in
associated with heart disease and history. Here, in brief, is what-two
stroke. But aspirin does have decades of research have found:
potential side effects.Among them:
Smoking significantly increases
Stomach pain, nausea and, less the risk of heart disease and- stroke
- -- - -commonly, ulcers. To help prevent m women taken the pill, especially
this, take aspirin with a fall glass
of those
over age 35.
-water.
The pill k k t recommended for
Ringing in the ears. A sign of too women with high blood pressure,\
high a dose, this usually goes away diabetes, liver disease or a family
when yow stop taking the drug.
history of heart disease, regardless
Allergic reactions: skin rashes, of age.
runny nose, wheezing, chest
There is no firm evidence that the
tightness.
pill causes cancer. In fact, governTo relieve minor aches and pains ment studies indicate that it protects
or headache, take no more than two against cancer of the ovary and the
Sgrain aspirin tablets every four lining of the uterus.
hours for a maximum of ten days
The pill causes hormonal flucthree for fever. Before taking tuations that alleviate symptoms of
another drug or undergoing surgery, depression in some women and
tell your doctor if you've b&n taking worsen them in others.
aspirin.
The newer-formula pills conlower doses of estrogen and
ACETAMINOPHEN The second taining
progesterone
are less likely to
most widely used OTC pain reliever, cause weight change,
breast tenacetaminophenfound in Tylenol and derness, abdominal cramps
or skin
many other products. It is effective discoloration, but more likely
for relieve of minor aches and pains cause menstrual irregularities. to
as well as fever, but it does not have
DIET AIDS
Many of these
the anti-inflammatory benefits of products
an
supcontain
aspirin. On the other hand, it does p r e s s a n t appetite
c
a
l
l
e d
not cause stomach irritation.
phenylpropanolamine,
or
PPA.
The recommended dosage is the
the FDA's panel of experts
same a s for aspirin. Although Although
rated
PPA
safe and effective for
acetaminophen is generally free of short-time use,
the FDA itself has
side effects, a large overdose can expressed concern
about safe
lead to serious, even fatat, liver dosage and has asked for more indamage.
(See DRUGS, Page 10)
Warning: A panel of experts
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* GAMECOCK SPECIAL *

With Student 1.D. JSU Students Can Receive A LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP For
Only $6(Good Thru Oct. 10,1985) Members Rent Movies For $2And $1Each On
Thursdays.
Best Selection
Best Location In J'due
Best Movies
Over 900 Movies To Choose From
Rent AVCR For $12A Week
Get 1 FREE MOVIE (s48.00Month)
***+*NEW RELEASES :*****
Killing Fields, Desperately Seeking Susan,
Turk 182, Breakfast Club, Amadeus, Fraternity Vacation, Mischief, Hot Moves, Friday 13th

I
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WLJS celebrates
birthday Sept. 29
By VICKY WALLACE
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Libras are not the only ones on
campus celebrating birthdays this
month. Radio station WLJS o b
serves its 10th birthday this Sunday,
September 29.
Through the years thing and
people can change and 92-J has been
no exception agreed Bill Bussey, the
promotions director and assistant
engineer. Bussey said the difference
between the 92-J now and the one 10
years ago begins with the fact that
"we were then a ten watt station, but
now we are a 3000 watt stereo."
Bussey further explained that
since becoming a 3000 watt stereo,
the coverage area has spread to a 35
mile radius - including c m o u n and
other surrounding counties.
Bussey said most of the staff,
which consists of five paid stat'f
members and 15-20 disc jockeys,
began working there through the
radio broadcasting class. "Most
people actually start in radfo and
progress to television. Half of the
people at 925 have ~ b elsewhere
s
because people will not hire You if
you don't have any experience," he
said.
As a four Year veteran, BussY

s i d that all it takes to work in a
radio station atmosphere is "talent
to a certain extent . . . common
sense, coordination, must be good at
meeting the public, and have a good
speaking voice."
Music director Bryan Pike, a
three-year veteran, said they try to
play a variety of music that will
appeal to every taste. The records
are rotated and played according to
popularity and the time each lasts.
Pike said requests are played at all
times.
~lthough92-J's calendar birthday
is on September 29, it will not be
celebrated until over a week' later
because of "the (football) game is
out of town and we figured everyone
would want to go out of town so we
waited for the next home town," said
Rke.
Friday, October 4, will begin with
a reception on the 12th floor of the
Houston Cole Library from 2 4 p.m.
for the faculty, start' and students,
said Bussey, which will serve as a
"get together.
A volleybal tournament, sponsored by 9>J, Domino's Pizza and
Qudyard Condominiums, will be
start October 5 at 9 a.m. at Cow-,
tyard Condominiums. Bussey said

any team wanting to participate Pike, music director; Bill Bussey,
should contac him at the radio promotion director; Renee bps,
station.
news director; Clarence Goodbeer,
The officers of the WUS radio production director; and Major
station include: Sheila Grissett, Turner, engineer.
station manager; Beth Burch,
161
think the fact that we're
assistant station manager; w o n celebrating our tenth b m d a y is
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Drugs
(Continued From Page 9)
formation before making its final
decision. Two Washington, D.C.,
consumer groups recommend not
usmg it:
f i e Center for Science in the
Pubhc Interest says PPA has been
unplicated m h~ghblood pressure,
stroke and seizures, even in young,
healthy people. The group has asked
the FDA to remove PPA from the
over-the c. mter market.
The Public Citizen Health
Research Group says ther is no
evidence that PPA leads to longt a m weight loss. And many doctois
who
treatmg obesity
advise that the amount of weight lost
1s msigruficant.
TRANQUILIZERS - Although
Vallllm use has declined sharply in
recent years, it and the other minor
tranquilizers are still among the
most widely used prescription
drugs. They can counter feelings of
anxiety and some are effective as
mwcle relaxants. But note:
Because of the nature of their
action in the body, tolerance
sometimes develops and, over time,
you may need more of the drug. And
sudden withdrawal can lead to
unpleasant symotoms.

fantastic. It's great because this will
be a chance for the people who have
worked here and graduated to come
back to meet those here and the
students. The main point of our
celebrating is getting everyone
together," Bryan concluded.

Some doctors think tranquilizers
are grossly overused. The FDA has
approved them for anxiety disorders, but not for "everyday"
problems and stress.
SLEEP AIDS - Virtually all nonprescription sleep aids contain
antlhistarnines, y h c h make you
drowsy. Several consumer groups
and doctors' groups recommend
agalnst takmg sleep aids, especially
on a regular basis, and the FDA has
approved them for "occasional use"
^"I..
u111y.

Rerrlptlon drugs to treat severe
or chronic msornnia are potent
medlcmes that should not be used to
mduce sleep by people having mild
or Infrequent difficulties (unless
instructed todo so by their
physicians).
ALLERGY DRUGS - Ant~histamines sold over-thecounter
are the f i s t line of defense against
the allergic reaction of hay fever,
but are not always effective. If they
don't relieve your symptoms, or if
you experi'ence a shortness of
breath, see your doctor.
Warning: .Antihistamines should
not taken by people with asthma or

glaucoma, and should not be combined with alcohol.
drowsiness, they can cause
Besides
drv
mouth, nose and throat.
ANTIBIOTICS
- These
prescription drugs are effective
against a broad range of bacterial
and fungal infections. But keep m
mind :
Antibiotics act over time. Alwavs
take the recommended dose, even-if
your symptoms disappear.
Many anhbiotics should be taken
only on an empty stomach, others
with food. Read the label.
Antibiotics do not prevent or cure
vlral illnesses such as colds or flu.
Besides "bad" bacteria, they can
lull useful bacteria such as those in
the mteshne that aid digestion;
aarrhea may result.
Some people are allergic to antibiohcs.
To sum up: The drug supply in the
United States is generally safe. And
most of the medications you buy in
the pharmacy are effective. By
using drugs wisely and with care,
you can add to the comfort of your
life - and possibly even to its
duration.
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Twins

(Continued From Page 8)

The two have quite a few similh
intrests, but it was more so in high
school, she said.
"We were both real good in
science and math, and took several
of the same classes," Becky said.
"We liked many of the same clothes
and foods."
She and Jennifer have opposite
personalities, Becky said.
"As we got older, we found that
she was geared more toward art and
I went into business. Jennifer was
always quiter than me and I was a
little more aggressive," she said.
"For example, I'd sometimes join
clubs and then push her into joining
because I thought she would like it
also. We are really totally different
now in the way we style our hair,
wear our make-up, and in the way
we dress. I like to dress more conservative than she does. Even our
tastes in friends are different-."
Be-cky said that she and Jennifer
have a special relationship. "She is
my best friend -we have done many
things together. Those who don't
have a twin don't know how wonderful it is to have someone exactly
the same age as you who has the
same likes and dislikes. She's like a
built-in friend; it helps me to understand myself better by seeing her
and what she goes through."
Missie Edwards is a senior music
education major from Corne~:
Georgia. Her identical twin sister,
Marcie, is a nursing major at
Brenau College in Gainesville,
Georgia.
"People have always had trouble
telling us apart," said Missie. "In
high school, we used to dress the
same all the time. They got to where
they knew us apart later on though,
when I got my hair cut short and
hers was still long. But now that I've
let my hair grow longer again,
people keep getting us confused even
though we have gotten older and
don't look as much alike anymore."
She and Marcie used to love
playing tricks on people when they
were younger, said Missie. "We
don't do it much now, but in the 5th
grade we played a few tricks on our
teacher."
"The main difference between
Marcie and me is that she is more
outgoing than I am," she.said. "We
like the same foods and clothes, and
are very close. I think it is really
great having a sister who is the
same age as you with similar interests. We keep in touch all the
time."
Pieter ~ k y t e , a 21-year-old

-
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VAN IT1ES

Pieter Leyte

Corrine Leyte
even in our friends are totally opposite. But Corrine, and I love each
other very much."
What is it like to have a fraternal
tm?
"It wasn't much fun when I was
httle because in elementary school
we were always in the same class. I
wrong because
couldn't do anything
--

Jennifer and Becky Roper
a different category. He has a
fraternal twin sister named Corrine.
"My sister and don't favor at all,"
s a d Leyte. "She has blondish hair,
and
- I have reddish hair. My brothers

and I look alike, but she and I have
always had a different color of hair.
We have no similarities whatsoever. We disagree on practically
everything - politically, socially,

my twin sister would tell on me you've heard how brothers and
sisters don't get along very well
when they arelittle. But now, it feels
great to have a twin, because you
are something special. Not
everybody has a twin,plus you have
much closer family ties than other
brothers and -.
sisters."

t

ENROLL IN AMERICA'S
LARGEST MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM.
Becoming an officer in today's Army-which
also includes the Army Reserve and Army National Guard-requires getting the right kind of
management and leadership training.
What's the best way to get it? By enrolling
in America's largest management training pragram-Army ROTC.
In the Army ROTC 4-year program, you'll
acquire discipline of mind and spirit and the
ability to perform under pressure. We call it
learning what it takes to lead.
It'll pay off, too. First, during your last
two years of college, when you'll start receiving up to $1,000 a year.
And, most of all, on graduation day, when
you receive a commission along with a college degree.

I

ARMY ROTC

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
L Re~crnberM m
i

For more information contact any military science instructor at Rowe Hall or telephone
435-9820 extension 601.
. .,..
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Herb Shop offers
natural remedies
By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The citizens of Jacksonville now
have a natural alternative to taking
care of thelr health - THE HERB
SHOP. The store, located on 200
South Pelham (right next to
Brother's Bar), is owned by Robert
and Susan Stevenson, and offers
herbs for nearly every health
problem.
"Herbs have several uses - as
v~tamins,as medicines, even in a
form that can be used a fragance to
make your house smell good," said
Mrs. Stevenson. "We offer nearly 70
slngle herbs m capsule form and
about 60 or 70 herbal combinations.
The most popular herbs we sell are
the medicLnai herbs, followed by the
vitamins. We also carrv health food
herbs and skin care herbs."
According to Mrs. Stevenson, The
HerbShop has herbal remedies for a
wide variety of problems: appetite
control, allergies, arthritis, asthma,
bad breath, body building, colds and
flu, diabetes, eye strain, loss of
energy, headaches, healthy hair,
high blood pressure, hormone imbalance, pimples, facial and skin
rashes, infections, indigestion, insomnia, nerves and stress, female
problems, hemorrhoids, fluid build-

up, lower back pains, weight loss,
weight gain, and countless others.
"One of our biggest sellers is for
weight reduction," said Mrs.
Stevenson. "We have a nutritional
p-ogram for college students that
can be very effective."
Along with the herbs, The Herb
Shop offers health foods, vitamins,
h a ~ rand skin products, and health
books. Mrs. Stevenson also offers
Iridology sessions for $5, in which
she can determine body weaknesses
and health problems by examining
&scolorations in the iris of a person's eye."
Though the store has been
operating in Jacksonville for only
about slx weeks, the Stevensons
have run another Herb Shop on
Noble Street in Anniston for nearly
two years. S a d Mrs. Stevenson,
"We had several customers from the
Jacksonvdle area at our other store,
so we decided to open a branch
here."
Stevenson added that she and her
husband are gang to try to
famlllarlze the community about the
value of herbs. "Every Thursday
rught at 7:00 we are offering tree
educational classes on nukition and
herbology. We also WLU volunteer to
speak before various groups about

Susan Stevenson believes in herbs
herbs.,,

have been
people 30 years of age or older, Mrs.
Stevenson said. "I wish I had known
herbs lo years
when I
went to JSU. They w e much more
effective, and don't build UP in Your
body system like most drugs.
Several young pwple are turning to
herbs now, once they find out about
the dangers of man> n ~ d i c i n a l
dNgs."

"We have a book outlining Herbs
versus Drugs," added Stevenson. "It
says, 'Herbs have many advantages
- they are all natural, they are
inexpensive, they have few if any
harmful side effects, there is little
danger of overdose, and you don't
need a prescription for them
because they are all approved by the
FDA. With drugs, you get high costs,
side effects, high possibility of
overdose and misuse, and the need

for prescriptions.' I'm not saying
don't go to doctors at all -you should
go see a doctor whenever necessary.
But herbs can solve many of your
problems at a lesser price, and keep
you from having to go so often."
The Herb Shop, open between
9:30am and 5:30pm daily except
Wednesday and Sunday, has much
to offer to JSU students. As Mrs.
Stevenson said, "Discover for
yourself - herbs really work."
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and Robert Browninghad
ATaT5 60%and 40%dikounts,
it would havebeena terriblem

And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from llpm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off A W s Day Rate

O 1985 AT&T Communications

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday
through Friday, and you71 save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose A?&:T.Because
with A W s 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone."

The right choice.
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Review

ACT farce

'faces flaws
Despite a few flaws, the Anniston
Community Theater season openeF,
"How the Other Half Loves," is
rather well done and entertaining.
The first act is a bit long, but the
other two make up for its length.
"How the Other Half Loves" is a
farce by British playwright Alan
Ayckbourn. The setting for the play
is unique in that it involves two
apartments which overlap with the
actors playing out different scenes
at the same time.
The play presents two couples,
Terry and Bob Phillips (Susan
Eggering and Greg Garrison) and
F'iona and Frank Foster (Ann
Wallach and Bart McGullion),on the
stage simultaneously. Bob and
Fiona are engaged in an extramarital affair and their attempts
to hide it set the stage for the
remainder of the show. The actors
had no trouble working on stage
together without confusing the
audience, but the flaws creeped in
nevertheless.
The farce is not intended to be a
belly laugh production. It is supposed to be humorous, not silly. The
comedy is quite overdone, often to
the point of absurdity, with
McGullion as the leader. He runs
around the stage overdramati*
hls character and ends up coming
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across as Floyd the barber on the old
Andy Griffith reruns.
Ann Wallach (Fiona) never really
becomes totally irritated with
Frank. It would seem that if a
woman had a husband as silly as McGullion portrayed Frank, -she
BY MAKTHA RITCH
would literally gag him.
Entertainment Editor
In one scene, Fiona goes into the
Good guys, bad guys, funny guys
kitchen in one outfit and returns in and golden grls get attention from
another. Someone obviously goofed. telension c ~ t i c sas the new season
Garrison and Eggering played unfolds. The new lineup olters
well opposite each other. They built somettung for everyone, including
up the shouting and screaming from copes of already successful forthe first act. Ms. Eggering's per- mats. The Miami Vice look is really
sistent nagging at Bob was realistic. In style for the new season.
She sounded like a typical housewife
The Insiders borrows the qmts
screaming a t her husband who has
car, goodlooking guys, rock music
stayed out drinking all night.
and slow motian from Miami Vice.
The Detweiler characters were
Hollywood Beat offers some
portrayed like the Whiners on
super-slo-mo,
more cars, and two
Saturday Night Live. Ms. Semmes'
whinning voice distracted more than more undercover cops. They strut
it added to her performance. Canada though Hollyrt-ood, via disguises,
added to the bubbleheaded duo with and uncover the crime of the starhis absent-minded character, studed city.
Wiam.
The Golden Girls stars Bea ArThe production would be much thur, Betty Wlnle, Rue McClanahan
better if the entire cast toned down and Estelle Getty as outspoken
the silly mannerisms and dialogue ladies in thelr prime. This show
and got down to business. They all offers comedy with enough reality to
are quite adept at carrying off the keep the laughter going.
complicated setting, but the silliness
Hell Town starrlng Robert, Blake
dampens the end result.
Technical direction is by Keith as a f~esty priest has already
Owens, stage management by Rusty received cuts from David LetW m h a m , lighting by Lee Pope terman. There r a y be a story worth
and set design by Ed Coleman and telling m there somewhere and it is
definiteiy a different idea to have a
Jeff McGullion.
beer-dr~nking, woman-chasing,
"How the Other Half Loves" plays face-punchmg priest.
tonight at 8 p.m., tomorrow and
Dynasty 11: The Colbys is the
Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2
p.m. For reservations, call 2368342. spinoff from the ever-popular night
soap. What else can be said for it4?
-GREG SPOON
.

TV shows
premier

Monday Nite Football
1s A Tradition At The "ROADS."

CLASS RINGS
May Be Purchased In The SGA
Office 4th Floor TMB.
With This Ad Receive

-

Featuring A FREE Bud Draft On Field Goals And This
Monday Nite 50' Bud Ponies O n Ice!
Tonite We'll Rock & Roll You All Nite With 90eBud
Or Bud Light Longnecks, Youll Enjay Our Unique Bar!!
In The Package Store
6pk
12pk
CASE
BUSCH
2.75
5.50
11.OO
NATURAL
2.75
5.50
11.00
COOKS
2.40
4.80
9-60
MILWAUKEE '1851' 2.40
4.80
9.60
BUD Reg. Or Light
3.85
7.40
14-80
BUD Ret.
3.60
6.95
13.85
MICHELOB cans
3.85
7.40
14.80
MICHELOB ark
3.50
6.75
13.50
If You're Tired Of Buying Warm Beer Come To CROSSROADS
We Sell It ICE COLD! And My Prices INCLUDE SALES TAX!

THANKS A.T.O. FOR YOUR KEG BUSINESS!
Your Purchase

WHIP D A W.-GEORGIAWIMPS!

b
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A 'Miracle ' comes to light
ByPAT THWEATT

Chanticleer Staff Writer
The direction of "Monday after
the Miracle" @ch opens Od.24 is
Inns='
to
Wayne -a, dir=tor.aho wid
of the 'lay
Sullivan, Helen Kefler's teacher.
and cestlrming are
underway and the cast has been
researching their characters for
most of the summer.
thrust of the play is really on
the teacher Anne S m ~ a nhow
, She
discovered ways to teach Helen
Kener," said Claeren.
"Yvonne Lee of the Atlanta
Alliance Theater is designing the
COstUme~
finding the fabric to
make tbem" said Carlton Ward ,
costume supervisor. She has
cast
spent six to

--

Mws
Wding tbe costumes."

fiescenery is "ahoat

w

!

9

Ward who is director of staging and
Ilghting. *Wehad good labor to help
in construction. Most of the
materials needed were on hand for

the 1900's house which features a woriung towards the same goal with
true hardwood floor. The floor has no inner conflict," he said, "Formal
already been stained," Ward said rehearsal starts Sept. 23 yet we
already have a mind set on the
"The characters of the play are .characters. Our motivation is set,"
well developed and nq&d a- sdd perry.
and
~
said.
~ 1t i
s~
a "very sensitive
I
I
"1 b e *e ~y and AIW
and moving play; yet funny at Sullivan" said Kimberly Peck who
times
plays Anne Sullivan. "I am just
anxious
to get started. In researThe cast will
traveling to ching my character I learned that
Talladega on September 26 to the
Alabama m t i t w for the ~ e a and
f
mcy's romantic involvement with
Bbd. While there, they will t&k to wVBn had a tranendoPse[fect on
students themselves and study the life Of Helen Kellffer"
techniques used in teachlng &e
handicapped.
is to find
The play is i m p o m for comhow to sound and act m
petition. "We hope to win at the
&af or blind," said W e n .
American College Theater Festival
anNov.1, "saidRosa
lam
to get an
"1
"A'mwsive' 8ticket m e
'accurate deaf voice' ", said Kim
way," ward a d . '''I'hh~
M,
who plays Helen Keller. "I
Y
m
need to be able to sollnd afiflicted third Yew for the
we have expanded into Gadeden."
but audible as well," she said.
"We will encourage students from
"This is the most u d e d cast we tb, Institute to come as a group to
have had'' mid
Perrr~who the play," Claeren said. Deaf inplays J o b Mac3'. "We are all terpreters will be provided

".

BROTIIER'S BAR

27.change of Pace
Now t h r o ~ @Winter

-AIibi

STATION. Gaclwlen

WIttIENELSON
Octobr 3-AlsbruaP State Fatrgromds- $8 and $l@
STATLER BROctober C Alabama State FaIqpmd6-$8 and $lfJ
COREY HART
October 11-BouttRell Auditorium, BlnningbPm

Funny man draws new comics
By MARTHA RIWM

Entertainment Editor
It all started with the "Funniest
Person on Campus" contest held last
year at Brother's Bar. Fred Pendergrass won the Sga sponsored
contest and went on to become the
opening act and overall savior for
the Budweiser Comedy Shop tour.
Three professional comics,
Franklyn Ajaye, Richard Lewis and
George mller were the headliners
for the show and were more than
socla bly late. Pendergrass, a
junior psychology major, kept the
anxlous crowd entertained with a
&splay of "Halloween Masks of the
Stars.
Today Pendergrass works as a
resldent assistant and crisis
counselor at the Bridge Drug Abuse
Center m Gadsden. Although he has
serious interests in counseling and
rehabilitation, he carries a
humorous attitude through life. He
feels confiident that his comical
ways "make people feel at ease."
Says Pendergrass, "I'm not inhrmdating

.

The humor of this young man will
be showing up each week in the
Chanticleer by way of his own comic
creations. He has been drawing
comics "since I Pcked up my first
crayon," laughs Pendergrass.
Friends and relatives were the only
ones to see his talents until now.
They encouraged him to get them
published and he finally gave in.
Pendergrassreasmsthat publishing

.

Pendergrass uses his humor
hm comical characters will give him
motivation to improve.
Pendergrass inherited his humor
from his father. He also gives
hunself credit in that he possesses a
unique sense of humor, sometimes
on the strange side. Growing up
mth a twin brother gave him a

captive audience. "We made each
other laugh a lot.
From the "Funniest hrson of
Campus" to resident Chanticleer
comic, Pendergrass SYs, "I aspire
to h ~ m rich
e and fanousoff my
humor someday."

I

Writers' Block

Cured

Send $2 f o r c a t a l o g of
over 16,000 t o p i c s r t o
a s s i s t your w r i t i n g e f f o r t s and h e l p you b e a t
W r i t e r s ' Block. For info.,
c a l l TOLL-FREE 1-8006215745.
( In I l l i n o i s c a l l
312-922-0300. ) Authors' Research, i?m. 600-N, 407 South
Dearborn, Chicago IL W 5 .

+

FIRST PLACE VIDEO
1502 B Sotrth Prlh,jrn
Jacksonv~lle Alah,irii,~ 36265

NEW MOVIES: The Sure Thing, KIUing Fields, Mischief, Turk 182
RENT ONE MOME. GET ONE RENTAL FREE WITH THIS AD

**.aaeaaaa..a.

~*******oooo**~

WED. OCTOBER 2

Presented by the SGA

7:00 and 9:30
3rd floor auditorium
Theron Montgomery
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High tension thriller hits the Silver Screen again

her client.

IlIovie is about layers and layers d
The movie is set in San Francisco infamous Big Fbur Restaurant at
Close plays a career woman trying
Huntington
Hotel
and
a
penthouse
truth.
It's like peeling an onion down
and
filmed
entirely
in
southern
"Jagged Edge," produced by to run a household and raise her California. This is an appropriate apartment atop one of the downtown
the core.
children.
She
says
of
her
character,
Martin Ransohoff for by Columbia
Pictures, stars ~ e f Bridges
f
as Jack Teddy, "She is a character who 1
d
Forrester and Glenn close as lawyer hope a lot of WOmen will be able to
identify with. She has the pressures
Teddy Barnes.
of trying to be a mother,running a
It was on the set of this movie that household, having a full career, plus ,
both Close and Bridges learned of the murder trial." When she first
their Academy Award omin in at ions picked up the script, she could not
for the season. This is only the ~ uittdown. MS.Close says. "During
second tlme in Oscar history that the helast fifteen pages so I really
two leadlng actors in the same w my temperature dropped."
:
movie have been nominated for the
best actor or actress awards.
Bridges sees his role as a classic
Richard Marquand, film director, conbontat~on. He is publisher and
h e w before Signing for the project editor of a newspaper, arrested for
who he wanted for the leading roles.
murder and has an unusual
HewantedGlenn Close, ~ e fBridges
f
emotional relationship with his
and Peter Coyote, cast as Thomas attorney.
Kransy the district attorney who
says research is an immakes the case aeainst Forrester.
portant role in preparation, and for
"...I could see ah hear them,"
this character, he went to the Los
Marquand said.
Aneeles Times and sat in on the
At that time, Marquand had only n o k a l l y closed-door editorial
seen Close's work in "The Big sessions where the content of the
120z

,

435-7650

ATTENTION 0nly Smart People Need Read This
AD. Those Students That Don't Care About Saving ;
Money Need Not Read This AD,

1

r
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Study notes

CROSSROADS Will Save YOU Monqr On These
SPECIALS From Supeme Bev. And Miller Brewing Co.
12pk
CASE

I MEISTERBRAU
MEISTERBRAU

16.2

LOWENBRAU
LITE cans
MILLER Cans Or Bottles
MILWAUKEES BEST
PRIVATE STOCK

:
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bv Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

@ 1984 Unlted Feeture Syndicate

31 Three-toed
sloth
32 Gram
33 Pronoun
34 Arld
36 Change
38 Goal
39 Recedes
41 Baker's product
43 Be of use
45 Nooses
48 Trade
50 lndlvlduals
51 Anglo-Saxon
slave
52 Time gone by
54 Chaw
55 Smaller number
56 Deity
57 ~ i r l ' bname

ACROSS
1 Opentng In

HE MAKES
A 5TROdG
CASE.

fence
5 Jump
BCrlppled
12 Landed
13 Arablan
garment
14 Roman road
15 Woodworking
machines
17 Shred
19 Showy
flower
20 Muslcal
Instruments
21 Man's name
23 Mend wlth
cotton
24 Distant
26 Sedate
28 Speck

WHO 4M I
REflLLY ?
"BVLLW/n/KLE
7h(4 M005E.7

I

II

DOWN
1 Festive

Puzzle
2 Word of sorrow
3 Snicker
4 Chemical
compound
5 Possesses

Ad EA6LE WA5 LWRN ?V
50AR 7 ' 5KIE5 A BUFFALO
Wad BaRN 70 ROW nlE PRAIRIE...
50 WHAT MK C03PNE55 %KC.
% MY'PU~G/?NPI U ~ R ~ L
PUKtll56 IN LIFE

...

-

6 River in Siberia
r -,-.-,..
i lmely
8 Llquid measure
9 Be present
10 Reward
11 Transgresses
16 Goddess of
discord
18 Sandarac tree
22 Allays
23 H~nder
24 Novelty
25 Ventilate
27 tlying mammal
29 To have
30 Spread for
drytng
35 Longs for
36 Competent
37 Part In play
38 Ran away to be
marrled
40 Seizes wlth the
teeth
42 Detached
43 Son of Adam
44 Urn
46 Scheme
47 Brlstle
49 Tattered cloth
50 Seed container
53 Proceed

Not Happy Where You Are Living Now? Come See THE,COURTYARD
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There is finally a 'real' place to live
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If you are currently under a lease, but you would rather be living at THE COURTYARD we will pick up your current lease or dorm
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laundryfacilities

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Call Bob Fryling at 435-2275 for more information

.fibfurnished

Office open Mon-Fri 9-6 Sat 10-4
Sundays by appoinment only

on site security

URTYARD has planned social activities throughout the Fall.
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NAUTlLUS
HEALTH CLUB

WE BUILD
GREAT BODIES!
Visit Us Now And Take Advantage Of This Special Offer:

3,FOR 1
Two People For The Price Of O n e *
- OR One Person: Twice The Time

SUNTANA TANNING SPECIALS:
30% SAVINGS !!
- 5 SESSIONS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 2O0O

'

-10 SESSIONS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35"
-15 SESSIONS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$ 45'' .
-20 SESSIONS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .S. 5800.
- 3 MONTHS UNLIM-ITEDSESSIONS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1050°
- 6 MONTHS UNLIMITED SESSIONS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2I OoO

Suntana Sunbeds

For The Year-Round Tan!

*APPLICABLE TO IMMEDIATE FAMILY ONLY.
435-6871

28 Public Square Jacksonville,Alabama

#)
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***S~orts***

Never-say-die attitude not enough
By TERESA BARHAM
Sports Editor
No Hiins, one loss, one tie. That's
how it stands for Jax State after
Saturdaynight's game with Middle
Tennessee State University.
There was really no contest with a
final score of 5S21. The Blue Raiders
scored the first five times they had
theball.TheGamecockdefensewas
just no match for the Raider offense
and MTSU held all the cards.

"It all boils down to one thing,"
said head coach Bill Burgess.
"They've got a heck of a football
team."

Walker intercepted a pass from
Coffey and ran it 46 yards to score
again. With six minutes left in the
half, Collier optioned around right

"We ,-ou ldn't slow them
down their first four
possessions, and that set

the tone for the game."
end and the score was 4 ~ ) .

The Gamecock defense couldn't
slow them down. MTSU only had six
The Raider offense ran their third down situations in the first
tailback and fullback effectively up half.
the middle. When the Gamecock
defense tightened, quarterback
"We couldn't slow them down
Marvin collie^ went with a quick out their first four possessions, and that
set the tone for the game," Burgess
pass or toss sweep.
said.
The score jumped to 4 2 4 before
Jax State knew what was happening.
Gerald Anderson ran 40 yards for
"We thought they'd give us
the first score. Fullback Tony
moved through three tackles to
make an 18 yard touchdown just a better game."
minutes later. Collier passed to -Col Iier, MTS U Quarterback
Robert Alford with 2:10 left in the
first quarter for another touchdown.

receivers by the Gamecock
secondary was expected. Plans were
"Our kids never quit ...
The JSU secondary didn't know made to throw early in the game, he
what to do with Collier. The fresh- said.
they came back in the
of l1 passes
man complet*
Jax State finally scored with two
half.-.l don't think moving the ball 142 yards and minutes left in the first half when
scoring twice.
Coffeygot a 20 yard pass to Derrick
our kids ever threw in the
Thomas.
"We thought they'd give us a little
towel."
better game," said Collier.' "That's
MTSU scored for the last time
not to say they didn't. We just early in the third quarter with a 4
Early in the second quarter, Steve executed every play. Fortunately, yard run by Anderson.
Walker had Alford covered but he we were able to score everytime we The Gamecocks added another'
got free to receive a 19 yard pass. got the ball."
' score in the third quarter by Mickey
Third-string linebacker Derrick
The one-toone coverage of his Vickers (byard run). Halfway into

the fourth quarter tailback Hank
Williams ( 4 yard XU) scored.
Ashley Kay had three extra point
kicks for JSU while Dick Martin
lucked seven of eight for MTSU.
The Gamecocks had two injuries
to important players. Defensive
tackle Wayne Moss may face knee
surgery while Melvin Baker reinjured a knee.
Jax State ended the game with 432
yards total offense as compared to
MTSU's 427 yards. Coffey's passing
yardage was good but he threw four
interceptions.

The Gamecocks showed character
even in defeat. They moved the ball
well when all the odds were against
them.
"Our kids never quit," said
Burgess. "They came back in the
second half and played as hard a s
they could; and we played better
defensively. We stayed together. I
don't think our kids ever threw in the
towel."
Hopefully, the West Georgia game
this Saturday will reflect that never say - die attitude on the scoreboard.
The game is at 6:00 (CST).

Gulf South Scene

Mississippi College ranks No. 1 again this week
HANK HUMPHREY
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Two weeks ago was the shutout
and tie week in the Gulf South
Conference. This past weekend was
the Division I-AA overpowering
weekend. While Jacksonville S a t e
lost to Wddle Tennessee State 5521,
hvmgston lost to Austin Peay 2822
and Troy State was losing it's home
opener to Georgia Southern 17-10.
No recap was available, but
Valdosta State beat Kentucky State

- ..

ZI-V.

West Georgia, Delta State, and the
Uiliversity of North Alabama had
the week off and games of interest
this weekend
be Jacksonville
State vs- West
at Carrouton
and Troy State
Livingston at
hvingston.
Mississippi College M,
Louisiana 30
Mississippi College may be on it's
way to a Gulf South Conference

championship season if they can
keep, up the pace. They manhandled Southeast Louisiana 3430 to
improve their record to 2-1 and sit
atop the GSC for this week, once
again.

Austin Peay quarterback Richey
Foley's extra point.
Troy went down the field 80 yards Rice took his team down the field in
and Tonmy Dugosh took the ball in 12 plays and covered 81 yards to
score the winning touchdown with
Troy jumped to a 3-0 lead early, from one-yard out.
7:32 left in the game.
taking the opening kickoff and put
The Trojans are ranked 8th in the
GULF SOUTH CONFERENCE
the ball in place for a 37-yard Ted conference poll this week, barely
STANDINGS
Clem field goal.
beating out Delta State for that last
1 Mississippi College
If you
to yourself, "Where
spot. Troy State takes on Livingston
2-14
have I heard of Southeast Troy stopped the Eagles on their this Saturday night and will kick off
2 Wesr Qeorgia College
.
Louisiana?" Well, the answer may first two drives, but the next time, their GSC year in Livingston.
be a few years ago they used to be a Tim Foley booted a 25-yard field
z-04
Gulf South Conference team, but like goal to tie the game with 3:M leq in
Austin Peay 28, Livingston 22
3 hvingston University
Nichols State and Northwest the first quarter.
It w a s a long way from home for
%in
h u i s i a n a they pulled out d the
4 ~ A d o s t aState College
Eagles quarterback Tracy H ~ Sthe Tigers On &it&day night. They
conference.
was aU over the field and finished were facing a I-AA powerhouse,
1-14
with 129 yards rushing and 123 yards Austin Peay (2-1) on their home turf.
5 university of ~
~ aabama
~ t
Georgia Southern 17,
State 10 passing. He led a gl-yard, eight-play
1-14
trailed 20-8 at the beginning of 6 University of Tennessee at
nay was the talk of the town this drive and took the ball in from 6 theLUfourth
quarter but scored a pair
1-24
Martin
time last season. T k y were U)and yards Out to make it 103.
of touchdo-,
l1 seconds apart
7 Jacksonville State University
had outscored opponents 43-10, right
me Trojans got tough in the (hnd of like a Tker earthquake) to
0-1-1
they are
and
been second half, but then the offense take the lead 2220.
8 Troy State University
outscored
61-32
by
their
opponents
fUmbled
their
first
snap
and
Geor*a
under new head coach Rick modes.
LU quarterback Otis Highly set
&u)
Southern took over at the 10 yard school passing records for cornGeorgia Souaern came to town line. Hans then connected with pletions (23 of 37) and yarc',age (276 9 Eelta State University
,d made a
sight for the ~ r o y Gerald Harris to make it 17-3, after y a r b j ,
0-2-0
State faithful by giving them their
first home defeat 17-10.

h
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] Graduate wins race

198588 Men's gymnastics schedule

We may no longer have a
TBA Gamecock track team but the
2:00 traditions still continues.
Mike Wagner, a graduate student
working on his specialist degree at
Jax State, won the Georgia State 1MC
Road Race Championship in Barnsville, Georgia, this past Saturday.
He set the course record, completing
the race in 31:47.
Olympic runner Jeff Galloway
Stephenson 7:30 was favored to win the race while
Nov. 21
Houston
Nov. 14
2:00 Wagner was seeded 3rd. Wagner
Stephenson
Jan. 11
one of 30 invited to the race and
Away
Feb, 1
2:oo ran with over 400 other athletes.
Away
Feb. 8
1:oo
Wagner is originally from Ft.
Stephenson 2:oo
Feb. 15
Payne,
and attended Jax State. on a
Feb. 19
7:30
Away
Feb. 22
2:OO full track scholarship from 1974 until
Away
Mar. 1
2:00 1978. After setting several records
for the Gamecocks, Wagner
Mar. 4
Stephenson 7:30 graduated in 1978, received his
Mar. 8
NC State
TBA master in 1983 and is back again to
TBA
work on his doctorate.
Mar. 22
Oskosh, Wi.
Apr. 4
UCLA
Twenty-nine year old Wagner is a
TBA
special education teacher at
i Wellborn High School He has just
moved back from Lagrange,
1985.86 Women's gymnastics
Georgia, which is why he was
eligible for the State Championship.
Patricia Claridy
Wagner also competes with a
Denise Walker
triathalon team which just won a
meet at Calloway ~ardeka,Georgia,
Top returning gymnasts
for the third year in a row. The
Deana Kelley
event consists of a 1.2 mile swim, a
Angie Noles
25 mile bike ride and a 9.3 mile run.
Laurie Sparrowhawk balance be
He runs the 9.3 miles while his
brother makes the bike ride and a
friend swims.
Top newcomers
Karen-Biachino
all but bars
Wagner competes again at the
Freehold, NJ
Cross Country National ChamTheresa Schneider
balance bea ~ i o n s h i ~ins November in North
m d r i a . KY
& bars brolin'a.
Oct. 20
Nov. 16

Gymnastics Show with Peter Reckell
METRO OPEN
Navy
Ohio State
Penn State
Temple
W i a m and Mary
East Stroudsburg
Pitt
Southern Connecticut
Intersquad
Houston Baptist University
Georgia Tech
Georga Tech
Radford College
University of Georgia
Radford College
North Carolina State
University of Georgia
Penn State
William and Mary
SJGL Regional Championship
USGF Collegiate Nationals
NCAA Division I Nationals

Coliseum
Ind., MD.
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ATTENTION JSU STUDENTS

(Across from McDonalds)

ATTENTION
JSU
STUDENTS
Looking for paat time or full time employment
hiring into an expanding organization. We
are in the people pleasing business and are
taking applications for bar tendels, bar backs,
waitresses and door hosts. We are looking
for lively talkers and action oriented people.
No experience necessary, apply in person.

Holiday Inn, Gadsden
2 P.M.05 P.M.
Monday-Friday

I

* No-Club Membership
* NqDeposit
4

No-Hassle

1

.
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Fall season allows team to polish skills
By RANDY VICE
was an mjury-plagued one. Five
While many people think of fall a s scholarihp pitchers were unable to
football and basketball season, pitch due to a r m operations.. The
few realize that other sports a r e startmg catcher was lost for 60
being played on campus. One of the percent of the season.
most overlooked of these sports is a
The recruiting effort over the
national past-time. On October 25, summer seems to have paid off in
Coach Rudy Abbott's Jacksonville the signing of three outstanding
State Gamecock Baseball team freshman pitchers.
Robert
begins its fall season at home Wishevski, of Indana has a 92
against Wallace of Hanceville. Their m.p.h. fastball while Jody Wadding,
second game is also a t home . The also of Indiana, has an excellent
opponent will be Chattanooga State. curve ball, according to Abbott.
Later on in the season, the Daran Knottingham of Tennessee
Gamecocks will be traveling to the struck out over 400 batters last year
University of Tennessee for a and led his high school to the state
weekend stay against the Volun- championship. John Albertson of
teers. Other opponents will be New Jersey was drafted a s a catcher
Auburn and Samford. When asked by the Baltimore Orioles but opted to
why he scheduled so many junior play collegiate ball here in
.colleges, Coach Abbott replied, Jacksonville. Also signed at catcher
"There is.a dual purpose in playing was Marty Lovrich from, Jacksonjunior colleges. The first is for the ville High School. When asked how
competition and the second is for he felt about these freshmen
recruiting. We get a chance tolook recruits, Abbott stated, "They are
at some talent while still playing a young but they have a lot of ability.
competitive ballgame." He also Ability is something you can't teach;
commented on the reason for
playing larger universities such as YOU have to sign."
Tennessee and Auburn, "By playing
Among these
new
recruits
the larger schools, we get a chance are junior college signees Randy
to see how we compare and stand a s Blevlns from Chattanooga St. and
a baseball team."
Russell Enghsh from DeKalb West
The fall baseball season gives the record. This was the first losing
team a chance to polish their skills in Georgia. These two men are
for the cont'erebce race. They ?n expected to be a much needed adfind their problems and try ~u
tion to the Gamecock roster.
correct them. Last season the
Segardless of what kind ot
Gamecocks posted a 20-24 win-: ss
:ruiting eftort a team has, it must
season for Coach Abbott who is have leadership to m. Speaking of
going into his 17th season here at this leadership, Coach Abbott said,
Jacksonville. Though not placing 'We have excepbonal leadership
the blame for this record on any ~ n e in
four r e t u r w g seniors. Second
circumstance, Coach Abbott mseman B d Lovrich, center fielder
brought out the fact that last season
'

.

New recruits will help the injury- plagued Gamecocks
Phil Braswell, pitcher Steve at either third base or the outfield
Peterson, and power-hitter Chris while Stewart Lee, who plays
Garmon all show good leadership football, a s well a s outfield, will not
and set good examples during be with the team until the spring.
Veteran pitchers James Preston,
practice."
Important m any defense is the Steve Marriam, and Steve Peterson
outfield and Jacksonville State are expected to play an important
really seems blessed this year. The part in the team's defense. Leon
outfielders a r e Bryan Keith from Moody, Scott Tidmore, Carlos
Chattanooga State, Frank Owens Sanderson, and Mark Eskins a r e
from Ohio, and Atlanta's Craig promising returnees from last
Caldwell. Craig Daniels will be used year's pitching staff . Moody and

Tidmore were both redshirted due to
a r m operations. Sanderson also
underwent a r m surgery a k e r a
promsing start last season.
Another junior college signee from
Saks via Hanceville is John Underwood, who is an excellent hitter.
The baseball program here a t
Jacksonville State is an integral part
of our athletic system and it
deserves our full support all year
'round. See you at the game.

West Geogia "toughest challenge of the year"
By MIKE GALLOWAY

Assistant Sports
~nformationh e c t o r
.Jacksonville State University will
open its Gult South Conterence
season Saturday night agamst the
only remaining undeteated team in
the league - West Georga - in
Carrollton. Ga.
'I'he Braves, coached by former
JSU assistant Frank Vohun, are 2-0
on the year v;ith v~ctories over
Lberty BapCst (10-7) and Miles
College ( 6 2 4 ) .
"1 don't t h k our people realize
how bad West Georgia wants to beat
us," said JSU head football coach
Hill Burgess. "It's a big, big game
tor them, and hopetully, our players
u ~ l look
l
at ~t as a big game tor us.
'Coach Vohun h a s done a
tren~c.ndous job since he took over
the West Georga program, and he
RESEARCH PAPERS

works extremely hard. I guarantee
you he'll have hls team well
prepared tor us."
The Braves had jn Open date last
week, while the Gamecocks were
"fighting tor our hves," Burgess
s a d , at Division I-AA power Middle
lennessee State. And that, he
believes, gives West Georgia a
distinct advantage.
"They've had two weeks to
prepare tor us," Burgess said.
"Whlle. we were up m Tennessee
Piaylne one of the most physical

art. sltting a t home watching
television. We've got a bunch of kids

pretty banged up and bruised, while
they
don't have any aches
and pams when they hlt the practice
tield Monday.

"I guarantee you he'll
have his team well
prepared for us."
" ~ u twe're not making any excuses. ~f we've got the type of

800-351-0222
i n C a h t (213) 4 7 7 - 8 2 2 6

O r rush $ 2 00

to Reaearch Aaalrtance

11322 Idaho Ave XXMSS Los Angeles CA 90025

Custom research also ava~tab~e-a11levels

torcycle, blue. In excellent
mechanical condition. Ideal
student
transportation.
$400 or best offer. Ron 236-

Judge Strlnger and seruor Chris
Mayhall. Mayhall, of Albertville,
has been ~njuredhunself and.didn't
dress tor last week's game, but is
expected back tor Saturday.s
contest.
we went backwards'
a"d lt we
Improve this week,
we're going to be in
Burgess sad. "They believe right
"OW that they can beat
and I
think Our players understand
t"'lgh
going to be Saturday
It'' probably going to be Our
toughest challenge of the year.''
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preparation and we'll be ready to
play Saturday night."
Jax State, already short of exprienced dcfens~vetackles, lost two
more in the m d d l e Tennessee State
game. Freshman Wayne Moss of
Gordo, a second-team right tackle,
suffered a serious knee injury in the
game and w l l be lost for the season.
Starting tackle Melvin Baker of
Opelika, also suffered a knee injury
and probably will not dress for the
West Georga game. That leaves the
amecocks with only two experlenced tackles in- freshman
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Familiar faces seen in Crimson Tide football
By MARK HOPPER
took a job with the Florida Gators.
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Gadsden, Alabama is also well
The Alabama Crimson Tide
represented. Five Etowah countians
football team has a new look. Sure are currently on the Alabama
they dropped the wish-bone offense, roster.
but look at the new 1985-86 program.
Fifth year senior David Gilmer of
If the faces look familiar that's
Etowah High School is a starting
because they are. Two former JSU offensive tackle, working with
coaches are on Ray Perkins staff. Fuller. Daivid, heavily recruited out
Former head coach Jim Fuller is of high school, suffered an illness his
now an assistant head coach and freshman year that set him back,
offensive line coach for the Tide, and but he is playing and playing quite
If you can remember the early 70's well two games into the season.
Emma Sansom, an Alabama high
here at JSU, you will recognize
school power-house, turned out two
defensive coordinator Joe Kines.
Kines, who served as defensive bluechip prospects who led Sansom
coordinator under Charlie Pell for to a state championship in class 5A,
the Gamecocks, left with Pell and last year, and both are now wearing

Crimson Red.
The other Sansom standout
halfback Gene Jelks has paved that
although he's small (5'51, he can
play in the SEC, the question now is
how good is he going to be? He's had
two impressive showings thus far
this season and he's learning the
game from one of the best, SEC
standout Kerry Goode.
Larry Rose, offensive guard, was
on the top twenty list of Most Wanted
Graduating Seniors in the county.
Rose accomplished a rare feat this
fall at Alabama. He started in the
season opener against the Georgia
Bulldogs. Fuller feels Rose can
accomplish many things before

leaving the university.
The biggest surprise since last fall
for b y Perkins is quarterback
Smith. Smith transferred
from a junior college and was lost in
theshuffle. Kletermination anddrive
played a big Part in his success last
spring. During spring practice,
Smith had an UnPresslve showing,
setting UP the first'score of the annual A-Day game, and coaches
began to notice. Perkins listed Smith
number four quarterback as fall
Practice started. When the final
week of practice concluded he was

West Georgia tickets on sale I
When
Jacksonville
State
Umversity's Gamecocks make the
short trip across the state line this
Saturday to face the West Georgia
Braves m Carrollton, another huge
crowd is expected to overflow
Grisham Stadlum for this growing
interstate rivalry.
When the two schools first met two
years ago in Carrollton, a crowd of
more than 10,000 packed the 6,500seat Braves home stadium. A
simlar turnout is expected this

~ ~ ~ e c ofans
c k 'can purchase
general admission tickets to the
game ln the
On the JSU campus.
ad"USSO"
tickets are 94.
reserved
Seats remain for the game.

approximately eight miles into
Carrollton. Stay on U. S. 27 through
Carrollton to the intersection with
Trojan Drive. A Wendy's restaurant
is on the corner. Turn right on to
Trojan Drive and follow to the
stadlum.

West Georgia ott'icials advise JSU
fans fo purchase their tickets in
advance to avoid waiting m line on
game night. lckoE
be at 7:00
P.m. EST.

Saturday night when West Georgia
getsitsfirst real test of the season in
the Gulf South Conference opener
for both teams.

Alabama, 20 on the season plays
host to Cincinnati and if Alabama
prevails, the familiar faces will play
a big part in the game.

The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student.
International Youth Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, sends teenagers like you to live
abroad with host families. Go to new schools.
Make new friends.
If you're between
15 and 19 and want to
help bring our world
together, send for
information.
Write: WX.TII f:XCHAN(;J:

For those fans making the 65-mile
trip to Carrollton, take 1-20 East to
the Carrollton-Bremen exit. Exit
right on to U. S. 27 South and follow

II!

number two and running the first @
team
with starting quarterback Mike Shula.
The biggest man on the Tide's
roster, freshman Joe King (6'7, 280
lbs.) allowed his size to be a big
factor encouraging Perkins to sign
him and also has played better than
coaches expected and should be a
factor in seasons to come.

Pueblo, Colorado 81009
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YOU Can Win A Free Ride To The Valdosta State Home
Football Game In A S-T-R-E-T-C-HLimousine
Complete With T.V. & Wet Bar & '50 Spending Money & Other Prizes
Over S400.00Value
Convince U s That You
Are The Most Fanatic
Jax State Gamecock
FsotbalH Fan Tonight At

OKWhatever You LikeIdoakAnd Act Like
The Jax State

Specials
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